iGaming
grows
too
fast.
Attend BET London iGaming
Expo to catch up!
Global

gambling

show

„BET

London
iGaming
Expo
2020“:https://betexpo.uk/?utm_s
ource=pr&utm_medium=LatAm_relea
se&utm_campaign=isa-guide.de
will take a place on 7-9 April
at an iconic Old Billingsgate
venue.

One venue, two-day show, twelve hours of useful information
based on real cases and insights for everyone. Whether you are
an expert or enthusiastic beginner – seize an opportunity to
join.
h4. Mix Biz with Pleasure
BET London iGaming Expo 2020 is not just the traditional
event: conference and exhibition, but a unique entertainment
show program as well.
It is a platform for those who are looking for the best
environment to conclude new business partnership.
Join more than 2500 iGaming experts from all over the world to
understand
the future of such a fast-growing market. The occasion will
unite experienced specialists in gambling sphere and
representatives of world-renowned companies working with
affiliate marketing.
h4. All you need to know in just 12 hours
The event will gather over 30 speakers from every corner of

the world to discuss where and how the industry is developing
today.
The conference agenda covers all the segments and verticals of
the industry. Essentially the event has two global aims:
unveil the industry pitfalls and understand the future of a
rapidly-growing market. We will identify and put together the
segments of allied technologies (Blockchain, AI, VR) laying
the foundations of a new generation of online gambling. All of
these and more will be covered in six blocks:
* Real cases. Marketing power
* Pitfalls of law. Evolution of business solutions
(legalization, payments, GEO challenges)
* Future of gambling industry. Innovative profitable
technologies
* The latest insights from Software Development World. Unveil
customer experience
* LatAm: The sleeping giant
* Affiliate marketing. The evolution!
Don’t miss the chance to listen to star speaker *John
Lefebvre*. A Neteller founder will speak after a long time
being out of the public eye.
_The
detailed
agenda
is
available
on_
„_the
website_“:https://betexpo.uk/?utm_source=pr&utm_medium=press_r
elease&utm_campaign=isa-guide.de.
h4. Show what you’ve got and check out the others!
Over 50 companies will gather at our exhibition to present
their newest products. Be among the first ones to see the
latest technological solutions for gambling industry.
The exhibition is a leading marketing tool allowing
participants to present brand to the highest-quality target
audience, examine competitors’ solutions and conclude
cooperation agreements.

h4. Forget the formalities!
The BET iGaming Expo is all about the unique vibe of informal
networking. As a gathering of iGaming enthusiasts, the event
has all the means you might need for efficient networking:
Preparty, Networking zone, VIP zone, Poker tournament,
Afterparty.
While hanging out with the like-minded fellows, it is your
chance to find investors, make great deals and discuss further
cooperation in a cozy atmosphere.
„Attend“:https://betexpo.uk/?utm_source=pr&utm_medium=press_re
lease&utm_campaign=isa-guide.de the BET London iGaming Expo
2020 to witness the evolution of the industry and be a part of
it!
„*Join
and
stand
out!*“:https://betexpo.uk/?utm_source=pr&utm_medium=press_rele
ase&utm_campaign=isa-guide.de

